GNOSIS measures judgment, not just knowledge or facts. Judgment is so very difficult to capture but so important to understand.”

Heather Gocke, MS, RNC-OB, CPHRM, C-EFM
VP, Risk Management & Patient Quality
BETA Healthcare Group, GNOSIS client

In one comprehensive education and analytics solution, GNOSIS brings the power of data to healthcare quality and patient safety through personalized learning.

Impact on clinicians:
• reduce seat time
• increase engagement
• build high reliability

Impact on leadership:
• streamline education strategies
• optimize resource allocation
• reduce team variation

Impact on the emergency department
• increase patient safety
• reduce risk exposure
• improve outcomes

Join us as we redefine healthcare education and help health systems build the best patient care teams.

500+ U.S. hospitals impacted
45,000+ participating clinicians
80,000+ assessments completed

Reduce variation with data-driven education.

Are all your clinicians (○) performing at their highest potential?

How do you measure?

individual score

Knowledge Score

Judgment Score

Actual client data from High-Risk Chest Pain course

Reduce variation with data-driven education.

Advanced Practice Strategies
470 Atlantic Ave, 14th Floor | Boston, MA 02210
617-275-7300 | www.aps-web.com
High Risk Abdominal Pain in the ED
A detailed program on triage, evaluation, diagnosis, and management of undifferentiated abdominal pain. Content includes: gynecologic emergencies, extra-abdominal and inflammatory surgical emergencies, vascular emergencies, and morbidity intestinal disorders.

High Risk Chest Pain in the ED
A thorough review of how to utilize the history, exam, diagnostic studies, and decision rules to evaluate patients with chest pain. Content includes diagnosis and management of atypical myocardial ischemia, high-severity chest pain etiologies, and non-cardiac chest pain.

Communication in the ED
A collaborative approach to best practices for maximizing communication among clinicians in the emergency department. Content includes: optimal communications with families; discharges; handoffs; transfers; resource management; and patient satisfaction.

Nurse Triage in the ED
A comparative examination of the most common emergency department triage systems. Content includes: assessing patients using a 5-level system and other accepted systems; and triage for special populations such as behavioral health and pediatrics.

Pediatric Fever without a Source
An examination of principles behind the evaluation and management of fever in pediatric patients. Content includes: basic immunology and physiology of fever; and epidemiology of febrile illness and evidence supporting clinical practice guidelines in this population.

- Ectopic Pregnancy
- Ovarian Torsion
- Ruptured Ovarian Cyst
- Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
- Bowel Obstruction
- Diverticulitis
- Cholecystitis
- Pancreatitis
- Perforated Viscus
- Appendicitis
- Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
- Mesenteric Ischemia
- Testicular Torsion

- Acute Coronary Syndrome
- Pulmonary Embolism
- Aortic Dissection
- Gastric Volvulus
- Cardiac Tamponade
- Esophageal Perforation

- Pitfalls in Team Coordination of Care
- Creating a Shared Mental Model
- Crew/Crisis Resource Management
- Requesting a Consult
- Consultation Pitfalls to Avoid
- Challenges and Opportunities in Handoffs
- Error in Internal Handoffs
- Error in Handoffs from ED to Inpatient
- Handoff Models
- Challenges/Opportunities in Patient Transfers
- Communication Flow/Patient Satisfaction
- Communication at Discharge
- Notification of Death and Bad News

- Improving Patient Outcomes with Innovation
- Patients with Immediate Life-saving Needs
- Patients Requiring Rapid Medical Intervention
- Determining Resources and Uses
- Specialized Tools for Pediatric Triage
- Tools for Behavioral Health Triage
- 15 Case Reviews
* nursing role only

- Neonatal immunology and fever development
- Epidemiology and serious bacterial infection
- Neones to 90-days, manage bacterial infection
- 91-days to 3-year-old, manage bacterial infection
- Hemodynamically unstable young pediatric patients, manage bacterial infection